I live in Anatone Wa., we have very few left up here in the timbered area due to the turkeys and coyotes.

Bringing non-native species, critters, dams or farmers into an area is part of the cause. Just didn't have enough foresight to know any better. What was thought to be good only disrupted the local eco. Same thing has happened to salmon and steelhead in the Snake River.

Human error is inevitable. What we should do is learn, adapt and adjust for those that cannot speak for themselves and cannot adapt. Yes even the wolf has a right but still must be hunted to be kept in check.

Undoing what was thought to be good is always a challenge. Getting humans to admit their wrongs and spend the rest of their lives correcting the wrong is even far more difficult. Liberal cancel culture will ruin your lives if you do.

Retraining of morals and ethics of humans is where all the funding should go. Most disgusting creature God made is human.